
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of group operations. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for group operations

Maintain risk & controls measures as per the established standards and
minimize operational losses
Prepare volume reports, performance matrix and other period documentation
related to the Centralized team
Assist the team lead with ad-hoc projects
Daily monitoring of intraday liquidity, enhancing the new dash-boarding
capabilities around the cash flows to align to the liquidity review, enhancing
the EPS required monitoring process, work with Tech and Cash projects team
to build high value added Treasury tools that drop on the Treasurer
dashboard
Grow coverage of positioning function to take on Bank positioning from
Pasadena
Build out forecasting capabilities in Quantum/TGAP to tie into liquidity
forecasting process
Build cash actual vs forecast variance analysis
Manage Disbursement for cash positioning and for corporate transactions
and provide cash deal support (IFT) • Integrating with the various other
treasury functions (Investment, derivatives, Bank Relationship management,
Cash positioning, Deal Support) to ensure seamless treasury support
Develop re-engineering and change management initiatives in producing
process excellence across cash management, further defining a Global Cash
Operations function
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Qualifications for group operations

Prior management exposure required
Product and end-to-end system knowledge in the cash management product
line
Fluency in English and Cantonese are essential
Oriented, and a self-starter
An effective communicator who engages by encouraging open
communication, motivating through influence rather than power and building
positive business relationships internally and externally
Experience in a large multinational matrix organization implementing
company-wide initiatives including ongoing monitoring of implementation
and taking of corrective actions as required


